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The problem of describing the extremal mesures with given marginals on a 
finite Cartesian product is studied. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A. In this paper X, Y will denote two non-empty finite sets with m, n 
elements, respectively. 
Let J?!~,(R) be the convex set of the probability measures p with 
support contained in R C X x Y and marginals p, q, i.e., p = p o ryl, 
q = ,u 0 rr;‘, where r1(r2) is the projection on X (Y). 
8&R) will denote the set of extremal points of A&R). We set MD, = 
J&‘&X x Y) and gga, = &“,,(X x Y). 
It is well known (Birkhoff-von Neumann theorem [l]) that, for m = n, 
pi = qj = l/n, i E X, j E Y, ~7~~ consists of the n ! measures pij = (l/n) 7ij , 
where ((Tag)) is a permutation matrix. 
B. J&‘&R) may be thought as the set of feasibles programs of a transpor- 
tation problem in linear programming theory, dTB6,(R) is then the set of 
supports programs. 
C. Let .!&?‘, V denote the algebras of vertical and horizontal subsets of 
R (i.e., sets of the forms n;‘(b) n R, b C X, r;l(c) n R, c C Y). Then 
p E J&‘&R) means that the measure p extends p, q defined on 37, %‘, 
respectively, to the algebra of subsets of R. 
Conversely, let g, %? be algebras of subsets of a finite set Z with respective 
probability measures p, q coinciding on g n %. The problem of extending 
p, q to a measure p on the generated algebra ~2 = 39 v % can be reduced 
to the former one. In fact, we can construct X, Y and R C X x Y and 
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reproduce g, %’ as the algebras of vertical and horizontal subsets of R. 
The infinite case of this problem seems not to have been studied, except 
for Cartesian products (cf. [2], [4], and [5]). In this context see the clear 
exposition of Harper and Rota [3]. 
D. For the sake of coherence we include the proofs of some known 
propositions like Theorem 1 (familiar from linear programming theory), 
Theorem 3 (from measure theory [7, 81 and also from transportation 
problems), and Theorem 4 (which according to [5] is by Berge and Dali’ 
Aglio). 
E. Given the finite set A and B C A, let MB denote the linear space of 
measures on A with support contained in B, and TB C MB the simplex 
formed by the probability measures belonging to MB . The vertices of TB 
are the unitary masses 6, concentrated in points a E B: a”Ts = (6, : a E B}. 
ForRCX x Yleta, : MR ---f Mx x MY be the linear mapping defined 
by (T&) = (p, q), where p, q are the marginals of TV. a,(T,) = KR is then 
the convex hull of the points (& , Sj) = a,(8<j) with (i,,i) E R. We set 
K=Kxxv= rr x Ty and observe that K = TX x TY, since for given 
(p, q) the product measure of p and q has the marginals p, q. 
2. SETS OF UNIQUENESS AND EXTREMAL MEASURES 
A. A set F C X x Y is called a set of uniqueness if a measure p with 
supp p C F is determined by its marginals (p, q). 
In other words, F is a set of uniqueness iff (TF : MF -+ MX x MY is 
injective, i.e., if the unique measure with support contained in F with null 
marginals is the null measure. 
It is easily seen that in the definition of a set of uniqueness we can put 
“probability measure” instead of “measure.” 
For each simplex T C K such that a”TC aoK, F = ((i, j) : (Si , &) 
E PT) is a set of uniqueness since UF is evidently injective. Hence, F + KI: 
is a one-to-one correspondence between the collection of simplexes T of K 
such that a”T C aoK and the family of sets of uniqueness. 
Let F be a set of uniqueness; the probability measures: 
p = c pii hi ( /-%j 2 02 C f%j = l 
F F 
!  
corresponds under UF with the points 
(P, 4) = 1 clii& 3 Si> E KF ; 
F 
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in particular, those p with supp p = F (tLij > 0, for every (i,,j) E F) 
corresponds with the points (p, q) E &, = interior of KF in KF . 
The fact that there are coverings of K by simplexes T with 3OTC aoK 
(simplicial decompositions of K, for example) shows that for given 
probability measures p, q on X, Y, respectively, there is a measure p with 
marginals p, q such that supp p is a set of uniqueness. This is also seen by 
using the next theorem. 
The problem of determining the measures p with given marginals 
(p, q) such that their supports are sets of uniqueness (i.e., the problem of 
determining G?~,, , cf. next theorem) is equivalent to the geometric problem 
of determining those simplexes T C K with 8OT C aoK such that (p, q) E f’ 
(the measures are obtained by mean of the barycentric coordinates of 
(p, q) in the simplexes T). 
B. THEOREM 1. p E &,,, if and only if p E Ap, and supp p is a set of 
uniqueness. 
Proof. If TV E &!a and F = supp p were not a set of uniqueness, let 
v # 0 with supp v C F and null marginals. For E > 0 small enough 
pE = p + EV, I*.-~ = p - E v E AD,, and p = (l/2)& + p+); contra- 
diction. Conversely, if p E ~3’~~ and F = supp t.~ is a set of uniqueness, 
from p = (l/2)&’ + p”), p’, t.~” E J&‘,~ we have that the supp p’ C F and 
supp /L” C F, so $ = /A’ = p”- 
Let us set E,, = {supp p: p E gP?,,}. Theorem 1 says that FE E,, means 
that there is a (unique) measure p E JZP, with supp p = F. 
C. Let us suppose that X x Y is identified with the set of points of 
integer coordinates (i,j), 1 < i < m, 1 < j < n, of a coordinate plane. 
To each set F C X x Y we associate a graphF whose vertices are the points 
of F and whose sides are the vertical (horizontal) segments joining two 
points of F and which do not contain other points of F. 
F is said to be connected if F is connected; a maximal connected part of F 
is said a connected component of F. 
A point (i,j) E F is called a corner of F if a vertical and horizontal side 
of F meet in (i, j). 
We will say that F is a tree whenever F is a tree, in the sense that it does 
not contain any circuit (closed path). 
THEOREM 2. F is a set of uniqueness if and only if F is a tree. 
Proof. If F is not a set of uniqueness there is a measure v with null 
marginals, such that 13 # supp v = Fl CF. This immediately implies 
that each point of Fl is a corner of Fl , so that F, is not a tree since in each 
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vertex of F, at least a pair of sides of F, meet. F, and hence F contains a 
circuit. Then F is not a tree. 
Conversely, if F is not a tree, F contains a circuit e that we can suppose 
to be a simple one (i.e., with exactly two sides meeting in each of its 
vertices). If c1 , c2 ,..., c, (n = 2k) are the corners of % in the order that 
they appear when C is traversed in one direction, the measure v = SC1 -
6,2 + ... - 6,1Z has null marginals and G, # supp v CF. Then F is not a 
set of uniqueness. 
Remark. The circuit in the support of the measure v with the null 
marginals is called a loop by R. E. Jaffa [8]. 
D. A maximal tree F (i.e., a tree which is not a proper subset of a tree) 
corresponds to a simplex KF of K of the same dimension as K( = (m - 1) 
+ (n - 1) = m + n - 2). Then for a tree F, F is maximal ifand only ifF 
has m + n - 1 elements. 
Remark. In [4, Proposition 21, it is asserted that FE ED*, for some 
(p, q), if and only if: 
for every A C X, B C Y with k elements each 
(A x B) n F has less than 2k elements. (*I 
According to the theorems above FE EOa for some (p, q) means that F 
is a tree. Trees are characterized by (*). In fact, if F is not a tree, the 2k 
corners of a simple circuit C CF project onto two sets A C X, B C Y of k 
elements and (,4 x B) n Fcontains > 2k elements. If F is a tree, (A x B) 
n F is also a tree in A x B. Then, if A, B have k elements each, the number 
of (A x B) n F is less or equal to 2k - 1, the number of elements of a 
maximal tree in A x B. 
3. CONNECTEDNESS 
We shall need the following results on graphs: A set R C X x Y is said to be 
total (in X x Y) if T,(R) = X, n,(R) = Y. 
PROPOSITION 1. (1) If R is a total subset of X x Y with connected 
components R, , R, ,..., R, , then Xi = nTT1(Ri), Yi = rz(Ri), 1 < i < r, 
de$ne partitions of X, Y, respectively; each Ri is total and connected in 
xi x Yi. 
(2) If R is total and connected it is impossible that R C (A x B) 
u(CA x CB), o # A x B # X x Y. 
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(3) Zf R is total and connected it contains a maximal tree. 
(4) For a tree R, R is total and connected if and only if R is a maximal 
Pee. 
(5) A total tree R pith r connected components has exactly m + n - r 
points (1 < r < min (m, ~2)). 
Proof. (1) If a E Xi r\ Xj there are (a, fi) E Ri , (01, y) E R,i , hence Ri 
and Rj are connected by the path (01, P)(a, y), so i = j. 
(2) Obviously we have no path joining R f~ (A x B) with 
R n (CA % CB). 
(3) Among the connected trees contained in R let F be a maximal one. 
Let A = ST,(F), B = n2(F). If A # X, B = Y let (01, /3) E (CA x Y) n R, 
then F u (01, /3) C R is a connected tree containing properly F. Similarly, 
it is not possible that A = X, B #Y. If it is A # X, B f Y we have 
R C (A x B) u (CA x CB) with m # A x B # X x Y, which con- 
tradicts the connectedness of R by (2). 
(4), (5) If R is a connected and total tree, and by (3) contains a 
maximal tree F, then R = F. If R is a total tree with r >, 1 components 
Ri , each component being total and connected in Xi x Yi (cf. (I)) has 
i?zi + n, - 1 elements (it is a maximal tree) where mi , ni are the elements 
in Xi , Yi , respectively. Then, taking account of(Z), R has 
i (mi + ni - 1) = t7? + n - r 
i=l 
elements. It remains to prove a part of (4). If R is a maximal tree it is 
total, for if, say, o( $ n,(R), p E Y, R u ((Y, /?) is a tree # R and R is 
connected, since R contains m + n - 1 elements, which means according 
to (5) that R has r = 1 components. 
4. MEASURES ON A TREE IN TERMS OF THE MARGINALS 
A. Let us consider a maximal tree F C X x Y. For each (i,j) E F let fij 
be the linear functional on the space 
,,t 
s= (X,y):Cx,=i:ys=l(CMxXMy 
I a=1 l3=1 
that takes the value 1 in (Si , Sj) and the value 0 on the face of KF opposite 
to this vertex. If (i,,j) is a corner of F, F - {(i,j)} remains total in X x Y 
and, since it has ?PE + n - 2 elements, it has two connected components 
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(Proposition 1 (5)). F - {(i, j)} C (a x 6) u (Ca x Cb) for two non-empty 
proper subsets a C X, b C Y (Proposition 1 (1)). If, say, (i,j) E a x Cb we 
have 
J&G 4’) = c xm - c YB f (*) 
aEa BEb 
If (i,j) is not a corner of F we havef&, y) = xi orfii(x, v) = yj accord- 
ing as F has no other elements than (i,j) with first coordinate i or second 
coordinate j, respectively. Even in these cases we can write f ii in the form 
(*), setting a = {i], b = @ in the first case and a = X, b = C(j} in the 
second one. 
If TV is a measure with support contained in F, t.~ = &QolS then 
applying uF we have 
(P, 4) = c /4&h 9 %I 
F 
and by application of the functionals f ij we get: 
Pij = f dPv 4) = P(a) - q(b). 
THEOREM 3. Given a tree F there exists for each (i, j) E F a pair of sets 
uij C X, bij C Y such that for each p E MF, p{(i,j)} = P(Q) - q(bi,). 
Moreover, the sets uij , bij are unique ifF is u maximal tree. 
Proof We take a maximal tree F’ 3 F and for each (i, j) E F we deter- 
mine the sets uij = a, bij = b with respect to F’ as was done above. 
As an application we have: 
COROLLARY. (Birkhoff-Von Neumann theorem). See Section I, A. 
Proof. If p = (l/n) C ~~$3~~ , where ((Tag)) is a permutation matrix, 
then supp p is a tree and ~1 has the equidistributed marginale p, q, and 
thus, from Theorem 1, ,LL E &,“,, . 
Conversely, if p E &‘,, in each point (i, j) E F = supp p we have 
&J)l = kl n f or some integer k, 1 < k < n. Evidently k > 1 is impos- 
sible, so each (i,j) E F is alone in the corresponding row and column, SO 
p = (l/n)C7& . 
B. We remark that for each functional (c): 
(i,j) E F = maximal tree, 
t 
1, for(ol,/3)Eu x Cb, 
“w, 9 &I) = 0, for (a, P) E (a x b) u (C a x C b), 
-1, for (a,/3)~Cu x b), 
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Let U be the matrix of the coefficients of the system: 
in the unknowns xl1 , xl2 ,..., xlla , xZl ,..., x,,~~ ,..., x,, . U is then the 
matrix of the linear mapping CT: Mxxy -+ Mxxv carrying a measure on 
X x Y to its marginals, with reference to the basis 
and 
of MXXY and Mx x MY , respectively. 
We note that 
gives the column of U corresponding to xij . 
A result of Dantzig [6] says that, if a column of U depends linearly on 
some linearly independent ones, then the coefficients of the linear combi- 
nation are i-1, - 1, 0. In fact, let (6, , S,) be linearly independent for 
(a, /3) E F and (Si , Sj) = CF p,@, , S,). Since UF : MF -+ n/l, x MY is 
injective, F is a tree. Let F’ be a maximal tree containing F. For each 
(01, /3) E F C F’ we can take a functional f .,-defined as above with 
respect to F’-such that f&S, , S,) = 1 andf,,(S,, , S,,) = 0 for (a’, /3’) E 
F - {((Y, /3)}. Applyingf,, we have 
5. MEASURES WITH GIVEN MARGINALS ON A SUBSET OF X x Y 
A. Given a total set R C X x Y and two probability measures p, q 
on X, Y, respectively, we ask for some measure p on X x Y with marginals 
p, q and supp p C R, i.e., p E d&R) = A%‘~, n TR . 
THEOREM 4. There exists p E A!=,(R) if and only if for every “rectangle” 
A x B of X x Y disjoint from R we have p(A) + q(B) < 1. 
Proof. If p E J&‘,,(R) and (A x B) n R = o, since 
(Rn(A x Y))n(Rn(XxB))= m, 
Ssd13/3-5 
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then 
For the converse we consider first the case in which R is connected. 
From Proposition l(3) we know that R contains a maximal tree F, 
oR(TR) = KR contains a maximal simplex of K, and so KR is a polyhedron 
of dimension m + n - 2 = dim K. 
We shall see that (p, q) E KR and thus prove that there is a p E TR such 
that d-4 = (P, s>, i.e., p E ~dR). 
If (p, q) $ KR there is some half-space L = {(x, y):f(x, v) > 0}, limited 
by a hyperplane (f = 0}, that contains a face of dimension m + n - 3 of 
KR , which does not contain (p, q) (i.e., f(p, q) < 0). 
The functional f vanishes on at least m + n - 2 independent vertices 
of KR , so (within a positive factor)fis of the form 
fhv)= ~x,-~.h 
asa BEb 
where Ca x b # m (cf. Section 4 A). 
This functional takes the value -1 on the set of vertices: 
{t&s , U (~(3 P, E Ca x bl, 
so the rectangle A x B = Ca x b is disjoint from R, since f > 0 on 
KR . But 
f(p, 4) = c ~a - 1 qB = ~(4 - 0) = 1 - ~(4 - q(B) -c 0, 
aEa BEb 
contradicting the hypothesis: p(A) + q(B) ,( 1. 
If R is not a connected set, let R = ~~=, Ri(r > I), where the Ri are the 
connected components of R. If Xi = rrl(RJ, Yi = rr2(RJ we know 
(cf. Proposition 1 (I)) that (XJlci+, (YJIGiGT are partitions of X, Y, 
respectively. Xi x CYi , CXi x Yi (1 < i < r) are rectangles disjoint 
from R, so p(XJ + q(CYJ < 1 and pGXJ + q(Yi) < 1 imply A&) = 
q(Y,), 1 d i < r. 
For each i, Ri is connected in Xi x Yi, and for rectangles A x B 
C Xi x Yi disjoint from Ri we have p(A) + q(B) < p(XJ = q(YJ, 
since (A u IX,) x B disjoint from R implies p(A) + p(CXJ + q(B) = 
p(A) + 1 - p(XJ + q(B) < 1. Then applying the first case to the set Ri 
and the measures p(.)/p(&); q(.)/q(Y,) on X, , Yi we get a measure pi 
in Xi x Yi with marginals p [ X, , q / yi and supp pi C Ri . The measure 
p = XI=, pi satisfies TV E J%Z&R). 
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PROPOSITION 2. For a tree R, R is a maximal tree of E,, if and only if 
(A x B) f~ R = %, A # % # B, impZiesp(A) -t q(B) < 1. 
From Theorem 4 and the fact that p(A) + q(B) = 1, (A x B) n R = 
a, A # is # B, turns out to be equivalent to R C (A x B) u (CA x CB) 
(cf. Proposition 1). 
B. Let M,, be the family of subsets R C X x Y such that d&R) # %. 
PROPOSITION 3. (I) The set of minimal elements of M,, , with respect 
to the inclusion of sets, is E,, . 
(2) R E M,, if and only if R is expressed as a join of sets FE E,, . 
Proof. (2) If TV E .A@,,, and R = supp p let p = Cj Xjpj , pj E gp,, , 
Aj > 0, x,X, = I. Then lJj supp pj = supp CL. The converse is easier. 
(I) E,, C M,, and, from (2) for each R E M,, , there is some FE E,, , 
F C R; this proves (1). 
THEOREM 5. (Equivalent Data). In order that E,, = E,,,, it is 
necessary and suficient that for every A C X, B C Y, p(A) 5 q(B) if and 
on/y ifp’(A) 3 q’(B). 
Proof. (Sufficiency). Let A?,, the family of sets containing a set of 
MD, * From the condition and Theorem 4 we immediately see that R,, = 
&I,*,$ . The set of minimal elements of R,, , i.e., the set of minimal 
elements of M,, is E,, (Proposition 3), then E,, = E,,,, . 
Conversely, if E,, = ED*,* then we have &iDn = &?,,,I . Let R = 
(CA i< Y) u (X x CB) such that p(A) + q(B) < 1. Then R E R,, , hence 
R E li;i,f,j which implies p’(A) + q’(B) < 1. In the same form we prove 
that p’(A) + q’(B) < 1 implies p(A) + q(B) < 1. From this we have 
immediately: p(A) < q(B) if and only if p’(A) < q’(B). 
C. Let us observe that the condition of Theorem 4: (A x B) n R = % 
implies p(A) + q(B) < 1 can be written in the equivalent form: 
where 
for every A C X, q(RA) 2 p(A), 
RA = {j E Y: (i,j) E R for some i 6 A). 
In the transportation problem (i,j) E R means a shipping route from 
the port i E X to the port j E Y. pi(qj) denotes the fraction of certain 
homogeneous goods supplies (demanded) at i (j). Then (*) gives the condi- 
tion of existence of a feasible shipping program. 
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The marriage theorem is obtained at once from Theorem 4 with condi- 
tion (*) and the Birkhoff-von Neumann theorem. 
D. Let A be a finite Boolean algebra, B, C two subalgebras of A such 
that A = B v C. Let p, q be two probability measures on B, C vanishing 
only at 0 E A and such that p = q on B n C. There is a positive measure 
p on A extending p and q if and only if p(u) + q(b) < 1 whenever b E B, 
cECandbnc=O. 
Let X, Y, respectively, be the sets of atoms of B, C, and R the subset of 
X x Y consisting of those pairs (b, c) of atoms such that b n c -# 0. 
The uniqueness of p holds if and only if R is a tree. We note that 
uniqueness depends only on the Boolean structure (A, B, C). 
This follows from Theorems 4 and 2. 
6. SOME PROPERTIES OF E,, 
A. Since a measure p E &Oq is determined by its support (Theorem 
3 shows how to compute TV in terms of F, p, q) we wish to know what the 
trees of ED, are. 
Let E$ be the subset of maximal trees of E,, . Combining Theorem 4 
(Proposition 2) and Proposition 3 we have: 
THEOREM 6. For a set F C X x Y thefollowing conditions are equivalent: 
(1) FE E,, (FE E&j. 
(2) F is minimal set among those R verifving: 
(AxB)nR= @I, A+@#B implies p(A) + q(B) < 1 
(P(A) + q(B) < 1). 
B. For a construction of trees of E,, we begin with those of E& . 
We observe that the complementary set of F C E& can be covered in 
the most economical way by rectangles A x B related to the functionals (*) 
fii(XY Y) = c x2 - B;b YB 
aEG 
described in 4A, where (i, j) is a corner of F. We call A x B = Ca x b 
the rectangle opposite to the corner (i, j) E F (i.e., A = rrl(F’), B = TV, 
where F’ (F”) is the connected components of F - ((i,j)} such that there is 
(i’,j) EF’, i’ # i, (i, j’) E F”, j’ fj). In terms of A, B: 
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The rectangles A x B opposite to the corners of F are contained in 
F and since the functionals f Ij separate KF and K - KF , if (01, p) #F, 
i.e., (6,) S,) $ KF , for some (i,j) we havef,@, , 6,) = -1, which means 
that (01, fi) E A x B, the rectangle opposite to (i,j). 
If A x B is the rectangle opposite to (i,j) we have 
(1) ~(4 + q(B) -c 1, and 
(2) P(A + 4 + q(B) > 1, ~(4 + q(B +j) > 1. 
In fact, since A x B C GF we have (1) and from F = (i,j) u (F n (A x Y)) 
u (Fn (X x B)), @E&2'= SUPP P, 1 = CL(F) = CL&~) +p@)+q(B) 
<pi +pW + q(B) = 144 + i) . + q(B). 
In the same form we prove the other inequality. Rectangles verifying (1) 
and (2), for some (i,j) will be called useful rectangles (relative to (p, q)). 
The considerations made above prove that the complementary set of 
each FE E,“, is a join of useful rectangles. On the other hand, CF cannot 
contain any rectangle A x B such that p(A) + q(B) > 1. In particular, 
it cannot contain any minimal rectangle with this property; such minimal 
rectangles will be called rectangles of control (relative to (p, q)). 
THEOREM I. Arly tree FE E& can be obtained as the complementary set 
of a join G of useful rectangles such that G does not contain any rectangle 
of control. Conversely for any join G of this form such that F = CG is a 
tree, we have FE E& . 
Proof. We have to prove only the converse, with follows immediately 
form the fact that G cannot contain any rectangle A x B, A # 0, 
B # @, with p(A) + q(B) > 1 and Proposition 2. 
C. If x’, Y’ are non-empty subsets of X, Y such that p(X) = q(Y’) 
we write E(x’, Y’),*, to designate the set of maximal trees on X’ x Y 
corresponding to the marginals p 1 X’ , q [ y’ . In particular 
Let n denote a pair of partitions (XihGi+. , (Yi)lGiG-r, of X, Y, respec- 
tively, such that p(&) = q(Y& 1 < i < r. 
Let E(T),, be the set of trees of the form F = FI + .=. + F, such 
that Fi E E(X, , Y,,>,*, , 1 < i < r, where i + ki denotes any permutation 
of {I, 2,..., r} verifying p(Xi> = q( Y,J, 1 < i < r. 
From Proposition 1 it follows that EDp = C,, Ed* . We see that 
Epg = E& if and only if p(A) # q(B) for each pair A, B of non-empty 
proper subsets of X, Y. 
As a simple example we consider again the case m = n, pi = qi , 
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1 < i < II. If n > 2, Ep*9 = o since we do not have useful rectangles at 
our disposal; in fact, p(A) + q(B) < 1 means (k/n) + (d/n) < 1 i.e. 
k + d < n, and if, say, p(A + i) + q(B) > 1 we would have k + d + 1 
> n. Then, partitions 7 such that p(X,) = q(Yi) 3 2/n for some i give 
us E(7& = 0 since E(& , Y,J,“, = 0. There remains only the pair 7r of 
atomic partitions: Xi = {i}, Yi = {i], 1 < i < IZ. Every permutation 
i+ ki of {l,..., n} verifies p(Xi) = q(Y,,) = l/n and each E(X, , Yki)& 
consists of the single point (i, ki). Each permutation i -+ ki give rise to the 
tree F = {(i, ki) : 1 < i < n} and E,, is the set of such trees when the 
permutation varies. 
D. In order to decide whether or not E,“, = 0 we consider first the case 
in which p, q have integer components pi , qi . 
If ~1 E gP,, we have pij > 1 for each (i, j) E F = supp p”, then for the 
number f of elements of F we have: 
f ,( c /Lij = 5 pi = i qj = s. 
F id j=l 
Hence, when S < m + n - 1, F is not a maximal tree and therefore 
E” = o. m 
THEOREM 8. E& = ia if and only if (p, q) satisfy the following 
condition: 
(C) There is 01 > 0 and integers ki , lj such that pi = OJci , q3 = alj , 
1 <i<m, 1 <j\(n,and 
Proof. The remark above shows that, if (p, q) verifies (C), E& = 
E,“, = .@. We prove the converse by induction on the number m + n of 
the components of (p, q). 
For m = n = 2, E& = 0 implies immediately p1 = pz = q1 = q2 , 
hence (C) holds. 
LetbeE,*,= m.Weassumep,~pp,,(...~p,,q,~q,3...bq,, 
m 3 n, and normalize taking p1 = 1. From m = m p1 < C pi = 
Cqi<nq, we havep,,(q,. Ifp,=q, we get pl=...=pm=ql 
= . . . = qla, m = n, and hence S = m < 2m - 1 shows that (C) holds. 
Let us consider then 1 = p1 < ql. We form (p’, q’) = (pz ,..., pm, 
q1 - 1, q2 ,..., qJ with m + n - 2 components. E$, = ia, since other- 
wise p’ E G?~>,I would imply that p = II’ + a,, E A+%‘=, has as support a 
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maximal tree, contradicting E,*9 = 0. Hence by the induction hypothesis 
there is 01 > 0 such that pi = ski , 2 < i < m, q1 - 1 = a& , qj = alj , 




(p, q) = (1, elk, ,..., nrk,,, ; aI1 + 1, aI2 ,..., al& 
We note that, since k, = 1, we have 01 3 1. In fact, if it were k, 3 2 and 
since k, < k, < ... < k, , we would have S’ 3 2(m - 1) = 2m - 2 3 
m+n-2. 
When cy. = 1. we obtain 
S=l+fki=l+S<m+n--1 
2 
and (C) holds. 
Let us see now that cy > 1 cannot be. In fact, multiplying by l/a we 
have (p”, q”) = (l/a, k, ,..., k,; II + (l/a), I2 ,..., In) and Ez*,. = E,“, = 
m. We next form (p”, q”) = (k, ,..., k,; 1, + (l/a), 1, - (l/a), 1, ,..., In). 
As before we see that E&O = ra and by the induction hypothesis again 
we have: kc = j3ki’, 2 < i <m, Z1 + (l/a) = PI,‘, I, - (l/a) = &‘,..., 
1, = BL’, where ki’, lj’ are positive integers such that 
5 ki’ = i lj’ < m + n - 1. 
i=l j=l 
By the same argument that proves that k, = 1 we have kz’ = 1. Then 
p = 1 and consequently l/a is an integer, which is impossible if z > 1. 
E. Let E,,(R), respectively E&(R), denote the set of trees, respectively, 
maximal trees, FE E,, , F C R. We do not know conditions on (p, q) in 
order that E&(R) = 0. Instead we have: 
THEOREM 9. E,,(R) = E,*,(R) if and only if p(A) # q(B) whenever 
(A x B) n R, (CA x CB) n R are total subsets of A x B f % and 
CA x CB # %, respectively. 
The proof follows from a similar argument to that given for R = X x Y 
in C, but using now Theorem 4. 
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